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Technology Description 
COServer provides IBM FileNet P8 users with an output management 
solution.  Built as a web application, COServer provides users with server 

side printing, emailing and faxing.  Supported formats include all image 
formats, Microsoft Office and Adobe PDF.  COServer is a full featured output 
management solution with load balancing, reprinting functionality and 

support for pre and post job-ticketing.  The solution is architected to support 
high volume output requirements yet can be used for all of an organizations 
output needs.  Packet assembly to large batch printing is fully supported.  

COServer can be programmatically accessed through COServer’s HTTP 
request API or as a multi-select action within IBM’s WorkPlace. 
 

Features & Benefits 
 Print disparate content types - no need to run originating application to 

print document. 
 Build packets - automate customer specific deliverables.  

 Add cover pages and watermarks to output - customize output for specific 
requirements. 

 Output to email, fax, CD or directory path - select the best device for 

delivery. 
 

Value Proposition 
ASE’s COServer is output management functionality for the IBM FileNet P8 

platform that streamlines the distribution of content to end users, thus saving 
time and costs associated with, opening and closing individual documents, 
manually sorting output, expensive mail deliveries and unnecessary printing.

 
Printing or outputting multiple documents, such as results from a document 
search, requires that each file type is opened in its originating application. If 

the requirement is to output all documents in the search results, a process or 
user will need to open each document and follow the necessary steps for 
printing.  With ASE’s COServer, simply select all of the documents, either 

using a multi-select action within IBM’s WorkPlace or selecting the 
documents through a custom GUI, and send the documents to the desired 
output device.  Documents can be sent as a packet with cover page or 
individually sent to the appropriate output device.  COServer supports 
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documents in Microsoft Office, TIFF or PDF formats.    If you need to staple, 
sort or fold the documents, COServer will issue the correct job ticket 
information for the output device. Reprints, copies, and printer load 

balancing are all built in functionalities. 

 

Company Description 
ASE is an independent software vendor that specializes in products and 

services for organizations with output management requirements. ASE’s 
expertise is with print/output and developing software for supporting 
production output requirements.  
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